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Expanses of largely vacant lands around Lake Berryessa should be part of a new federally designated
conservation area to be protected from development, an environmental group has proposed.

The proposed Berryessa Snow Mountain National Conservation Area would include about 500,000 acres of
public lands in six counties — a noncontiguous, patchwork of wilderness areas stretching from Snow Mountain
in the Mendocino National Forest to Cold Canyon in northern Solano County. The federal designation would
protect the area from encroaching development, according to representatives for Tuleyome, a nonprofit
environmental organization based in Woodland.

In Napa County, about 55,000 acres of land under the jurisdiction of either the Bureau of Land Management or
the Bureau of Reclamation, two federal agencies, would be included in the proposed National Conservation
Area.

“Our primary goal is to protect the biological diversity of this region,” said Bob Schneider, senior policy
director for Tuleyome. The region around Lake Berryessa, according to the Tuleyome proposal, is an important
wildlife migration corridor, home to woodlands, blue oaks and native grasslands.

“You have this huge diversity of plants and animals,” said Schneider, a retired builder from Davis, who stresses
that the designation would not prevent recreation opportunities, including hiking, fishing and boating.

Another goal, Schneider explained, is to boost the local economies by drawing tourists all year long, attracting
funding and fostering better coordination between the agencies that manage the properties. The multiple
agencies that manage the lands often do not communicate with one another. A Berryessa Snow Mountain
designation would create an umbrella panel and better coordination to manage the lands.

Tuleyome’s representatives hope Mike Thompson, D-St. Helena, will introduce a bill to place about 258,000
acres of public lands managed by federal agencies in the Congressman’s district in a new National Conservation
Area. The area would be about half of the 500,000 acres.

Thompson’s district includes Napa, Lake, Mendocino, Humboldt and Del Norte counties and part of Yolo and
Sonoma counties.

Vallerye Anderson, director of campaign outreach for Tuleyome, said the group is focusing on a broad-based
effort in Thompson’s district.

In an interview Friday, Jonathan Birdsong, legislative director for Thompson, said no bill has been introduced.
The Congressman will first talk to constituents in his district, including landowners, before the Congressman
decides to move forward with legislation, Birdsong said.

“A proposal has been made to the Congressman, but he will do his due diligence on the ground to see if there is
local support,” Birdsong said.

Diane Dillon, chairwoman of the Napa County Board of Supervisor, said she personally supports the proposal.



So does Supervisor Keith Caldwell, who serves as liaison with residents around Lake Berryessa. Both have sent
individual letters in support of a new national conservation area.

“I believe it’s a good way to have this area more permanently protected,” Dillon said.

Other supporters include the Napa Valley Fly Fishers.

The designation, said Mike McKeown of Napa, the group president, could attract funding to protect the waters
of Putah Creek, a trout fishing area.

Other supporters are John and Judy Ahmann, longtime ranchers in Napa County.

The Ahmanns run cattle on 3,000 acres on the eastern shore of Lake Berryessa. Lands in the new National
Conservation Area would be better managed and under greater supervision than they are now, Judy Ahmann
said.

“We are so concerned with preserving the area,” Ahmann said.

The Ahmanns have taken steps to ensure their Lake Berryessa ranch remains undeveloped.

Carole Kunze, a Lake Berryessa resident and executive director of Berryessa Trails and Conservation, a group
that wants to build a trail around the lake, supports the designation. It might help with competitive grants for the
project, she said.

The designation would also make it easier to obtain grants for habitat restoration and to fight invasive species,”
she wrote in an e-mail.

While Tuleyome’s Schneider said the proposal will boost tourism at the lake by spurring year-round activities
other than summertime boating, others are not yet convinced that the creation of a National Conservation Area
at Lake Berryessa will draw more visitors to the lake.

Peter Kilkus, former president of the Lake Berryessa Chamber of Commerce, said the business community’s
most important goal is to have the closed resorts around the lake re-open.

“The arguments by the proponents that the NCA designation would be a benefit to ‘gateway communities’ are
very weak, in my estimation, but there are no major arguments against the designation either. It, frankly, just
doesn’t generate a lot of interest,” Kilkus wrote in an e-mail.


